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Transform Your Business with
Next-Gen Collaboration, Security,
Networking and Data Center Solutions
Today’s organizations face increasing pressure to enable the workplace of tomorrow—a connected environment that seamlessly
and securely leverages world-class collaboration, security, networking and data center solutions. Whether you’re looking to utilize
a next-gen meeting tool or build a sounder security posture, Carousel helps clients drive favorable business outcomes by easily
implementing or integrating Cisco technologies.

CUSTOMER BUSINESS CHALLENGES

THE CAROUSEL OFFERING

• Looking to integrate disparate communications and collaboration tools (e.g.
voice and video, conferencing solutions, messaging apps) that are often
provided from different manufacturers

As a Cisco Gold Partner—boasting more than 240 certifications—Carousel
helps clients implement and integrate leading Cisco technologies and solutions
across collaboration, networking, data center and security. Representing the
full array of differentiated Cisco solutions and services, Carousel is uniquely
positioned to not only help businesses identify and deploy Cisco solutions, but
also support those solutions through our Carousel Managed Services offering.

• Need to simplify your complex security environment by reducing the
number of vendors and implement a platform that can do more than just
point-solutions
• Desire to more effectively manage your core collaboration, security,
networking and data center environments
• Inability to support the modern workplace due to limitations in existing
networking and security technologies
• Spending too much time in the day-to-day instead of focusing on how to
strategically support business goals

Carousel specializes in interoperating existing technologies with Cisco
solutions, ensuring that we leverage the most effective technology to support
your unique business needs, rather than forcing your business to fit the
technology.

KEY BENEFITS
• Leverage Cisco technologies to support the modern workplace, enabling anytime, anywhere communication and collaboration organization-wide
• Bolster your security posture by gaining visibility and contextual awareness into the health, functionality and performance of your critical network infrastructure
• Automate core network tasks by utilizing industry-leading Cisco data center and networking technologies
• Drive business transformation with Cisco technologies by allowing Carousel to support “run” tasks, while you focus on “growth” initiatives
• Ensure that all of your technologies interoperate seamlessly, avoid inefficiencies caused by managing siloed, disparate systems
• Integrate Cisco technologies through a Carousel-led, phased implementation and migration
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